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GOLFBOARTM  
USER GUIDE 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

IMPORTANT 
 

• Play and set up on grass and outdoors only. 

• Avoid hard surfaces e.g. concrete, gravel or any other surfaces that may damage 
the product. 

• Check the integrity of your golfBOARTM before use. 

• Make sure that nobody and nothing is within the radius of the rope before each 
shot - the ball travels faster than you or anyone else can duck! 

• Must be assembled and used under adult supervision. 

• Use of the golfBOARTM is at your own risk.  

 
Set up and play 
 

1. Open and remove your golfBOARTM from the box. 
 (See Diagram 1 below for the different parts) 
 
TIP: You may want to keep the box to store your golfBOARTM.  

 
2.  Pull the stake out from the golfBOARTM frame. 

 
3. Push the swivel head (the plastic portion) of the stake firmly into the frame opening (see 

Diagram 1) till you hear and feel a ‘click’. Check that the swivel head is firmly locked in place 
and that the frame can freely turn around. 

 
Note:  You may need to use some effort to push the swivel head into the frame.  It was 
designed like this so that it doesn’t come apart when you play. 
 

4. Unclip the ball and FULLY unwind the string.   
 

5. Push the metal part of the stake directly and firmly into the ground up to the swivel head-
metal junction. 

 
Note:  Make sure the golfBOARTM is firmly in the ground before each hit.  With multiple shots, 
the stake may become loose and need to be re-inserted into a fresh piece of dirt! 
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6. Before you start, check your surroundings and make sure that you have enough space 

around you according to which length of string you are using: 
 

 
8 Metre 

 

 
For the 8m golfBOARTM, you need at least 8 metres 

of open space in front of the placed stake. 
NOTE: for short iron play only 

 

 
(See diagram 2 

 below) 

 
15 Metre 

 

 
For the 15m golfBOARTM, you need at least 15 

metres of open space in front of the placed stake. 
 

 
(See diagram 3 

below) 

 
7. Ensure the string is not tangled around the frame so that the string is free to move during 

each shot.   
 

8. For an 8-metre golfBOARTM stand at least 3 metres back from where you placed the frame.  
For a 15-metre golfBOARTM stand at least 5 metres back from where you placed the frame. 
(see diagrams 4 and 5) 
 

9. You are now ready to take your first shot! 
 

10. After each shot, recheck that the stake is firmly placed and repeat steps 6-8.   
 

Packing away and Storing 
 

11. When finished, pull the stake and frame out of the ground by pulling upwards. 
 

12. To store your golfBOARTM, remove the stake from the frame. Holding onto the frame and 
pushing firmly with your thumb on top of the swivel head, pull the stake away using the 
other hand.  

 
          WARNING:  Pull the stake away from your body! It is sharp! 
 
TOP TIP: You may need to use some effort to uncouple the swivel head and frame.  Dust and 
dirt can make the rubber ring difficult to free so a little wipe down may do the trick. 
 

13. Wind the string around the frame and secure the ball back into the ball clip. 
 

14. Safely store your device in a dry place for next time. 
 

15. As with all sporting equipment, things can wear with use and over time. We want you to 
keep having fun with your golfBOARTM, so when it is time, simply purchase a service from 
our website and we will make your golfBOARTM look and feel as good as new. 
 

 
Have fun and if you have any questions at all please connect with us at 

info@golfboar.com. We’d love to hear from you! 
 

  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/GolfBOAR          Instagram: @golf.boar  

mailto:info@golfboar.com
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GOLFBOARTM  
USER GUIDE DIAGRAMS 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  
 

DIAGRAM 2 DIAGRAM 3 

DIAGRAM 1 
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DIAGRAM 4 

DIAGRAM 5 


